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Glengarriff and Bantry Bay

TWO of the most famous men in English literature have passed unstinted praise on the beauty
and charm of the southern Irish coast.

If one looks at a map of the southwest of Ireland, it will be seen that its whole coastline is
broken into serrations, making harbours, islands, bays, and coves. If he should go to the coast
itself, he will have revealed to him a wondrous kaleidoscope,—alternate scenes of sweet,
pathetic gentleness, and stern and rugged grandeur, all full of engrossing charm.

Leaving the coast and going inland, as there is every facility for doing, one finds the finest
lakes in the United Kingdom ; and, if there are no Mont Blancs or Matterhorns, there are, at
least, beautiful hills and mountains with no less charm and none of their difficulty of access.
The great Atlantic waves beat against the wild rocks of the south Irish coast ; but the Gulf
Stream gives warmth of an almost subtropical mildness to the fresh sea air, and the lowlands
are enriched by the soft rains which wash the hills and fall into the great arms of the sea,
called Bantry Bay, Kenmare River, and Dingle Bay.

Farther north is the ample estuary of the river Shannon and Galway Bay, each with much
the same characteristics. To take a steamer from Cork for a tour of the south-west coast will
form a unique experience in the itinerary of most folk. Rounding Cape Clear, the small
coasting-steamer makes the first stop at the little village of Schull, which stands at the farther
extremity of an almost landlocked bay. Here the land on three sides gently shelves to low
ranges of verdant hills, while the harbour is speckled with its fishing craft.

Leaving Schull, a half-hour or more is passed before we are clear of the many rocky
islands of its harbour and come to a view of Brow Head, with its signal-station. Mizen Head
and Sheep’s Head are seen in their turn ; and the dawn finds the ship snugly anchored at
Berehaven. Here at Castletown-Berehaven we are at the home station of the Channel fleet
during the autumn manoeuvres. Before us is the grand panorama of Glengarriff and the
mountains which shelter Killarney’s lakes ; while seaward is only the vast surge of the
Atlantic.

The splendid bay of Bantry, which takes its name from the town which lies sheltered at its
head, is unsurpassed as a harbour and roadstead throughout the world. Here the sturdy
Atlantic swell, blue as sapphires, rolls in great lashes of foam ; and Berehaven, just inside the
Bear or Bere Island, is the base of the yearly autumn manoeuvres of the English Channel
fleet. From any view-point this rugged, walled bay is more than impressive,—more impres-
sive, even, than Glengarriff itself, which lies still farther inland, its circumference dotted with
weed-embroidered boulders. Bantry Bay is twenty-one miles in length ; from three to five in
width ; and has a depth, in parts, as great as 220 feet. Berehaven and Castletown, which are
nearest the open sea, lie just inside a jagged fang, which, once rounded, opens up an obscure



aperture in the coast-line, and discloses a harbour in which, truly, all the fleets of the world
might lie at anchor.

Twice the French fleet invaded Bantry Bay. The first time, in 1689, in aid of James II.; and
the second, in 1796, by the ill-favoured expedition organized by General Hoche, when the
Surveillante was engulfed, and the foe-laden fleet ultimately took their departure without dis-
gorging their army. This latter fleet, which had been arrayed for the invasion of Ireland by
Carnot and Clarke, with Theobald Wolfe Tone as the organizer of the Irish Republicans, con-
sisted of twenty-six sail, with a force of nearly seven thousand men. The O’Sullivans were
the ancient chieftains or princes of this territory ; and, to-day, quite half the population of
Castletown, says an imaginative and rollicking Irish writer, are of the same name, the other
half being Murphys.

As a result of this unfortunate venture, Wolfe Tone quit the country at the pleasure of the
authorities, and went to America. Ultimately he returned to France, where he again carried on
his conspiracy, occupying himself in luring Irishmen from among the prisoners at Brest to
enlist in the French service. This procedure was accomplished by “ sending the poor fellows
large quantities of wine and cognac, a fiddle, and some filles Francaises ;” and, when Pat’s
heart was soft with love and warm with passion, Tone induced him to sign on in the service
which had adopted him.

It is difficult to characterize a man of Wolfe Tone’s kind. Rash and criminal though he
was, it is hard to condemn him altogether. He hated England cordially ; but he was not alone
among Irishmen in that. Indeed, he said : “ I like the French, with all their faults and with the
guillotine at their head, a thousand times better than I like the English.”

Whiddy Island, which lies just off the town of Bantry, was a former stronghold of the
O’Sullivans of Bere ; and an imposing castled ruin tells of the times when violence, even in
such a spot as this, had to be met by repression. Bantry lies in a hollow at the head of the bay.
The whole bay affords a succession of prospects magnificent and grand. Its views vary from
the softness of a landscape nocturne to the rugged splendour of a realistic impression. Weak
as are these similes, they can only mark the sense of contrast which the scene awakens.
Bantry is in its way an active little place, and, like Castletown, rejoices in a series of sign-
boards to which the prefix “ O” is all but universal. Its tiny port is busy ; and its people are
apparently imbued with an industry not always to be noted in these parts.

Near Castletown-Bere is Dunboy Castle, two miles away along a road which in summer is
hedgerowed with honeysuckle and clematis, ferns and lichen-covered rocks. The present
castle of Dunboy is modern, and is therefore less appealing than the older fabric, which so
successfully defended itself against Sir George Carew. The story of the chiefs of Dunboy is
familiar in outline to most ; but the story of its famous siege, when Mac-Geoghegan fought
Dunboy against Carew and his interesting army of four thousand men, has often been over-
looked in favour of more theatrically magnificent performances.

Why this should be so, it is hard to realize. History has recorded with fidelity and
minutely many of its incidents, and, in “ The Two Chiefs of Dunboy,” it has inspired an
historical romance of the first rank.

When Donal took his last farewell of his once proud home, it had become a smoking,
blood-clotted ruin.



“ The halls where mirth and minstrelsy
Than Beara’s wind rose louder,

Were flung in masses lonelily,
And black with English powder.”

The tragic story of the siege is thus condensed : The garrison consisted of only 143 chosen
fighting men, who had but a few small cannons ; while the comparatively large army which
assailed them was well supplied with artillery and all the means of attack. At length, on the
17th of June, when the castle had been nearly shot to pieces, the garrison offered to surrender
if allowed to depart with their arms ; but their messenger was immediately hanged, and the
order for the assault given.

Although the proportion of the assailants in point of numbers was overwhelming, the
storming party were resisted with the most desperate bravery. From turret to turret, and in
every part of the crumbling ruins, the struggle was successively maintained throughout the
livelong day. Thirty of the gallant defenders attempted to escape by swimming ; but the
soldiers, who had been posted in boats, killed them in the water; and, at length, the surviving
portion of the garrison retreated into a cellar, to which the only access was by a narrow, wind-
ing flight of stone steps. Their leader, MacGeoghegan, being mortally wounded, the
command was given to Thomas Taylor, the son of an Englishman, and the intimate friend of
Captain Tyrell, to whose niece he was married.

Nine barrels of gunpowder were stowed away in the cellar ; and Taylor declared that he
would blow up all that remained of the castle, burying himself and his companions, with their
enemies, in the ruins, unless they received a promise of life. This was refused by the savage
Carew, who, placing a guard upon the entrance to the cellar, as it was then after sunset,
returned to the work of slaughter next morning. Cannon-balls were discharged among the
Irish in their last dark retreat ; and Taylor was forced by his companions to surrender
unconditionally. When, however, some of the English descended into the cellar, they found
the wounded MacGeoghegan, with a lighted torch in his hand, staggering to throw it into the
gunpowder. Captain Power thereupon seized him by the arms, and the others despatched him
with their swords. Fifty-eight of those who had surrendered were hanged that day in the
English camp, and others a few days after ; so that not one of the 143 heroic defenders of
Dunboy survived. On the 22d of June the remains of the castle were blown up by Carew with
the gunpowder of the besieged.

It was Thackeray, who, if possessed of a certain smugness, was often moved by patriotic
and sometimes by charitable motives, said :—“ What sends picturesque tourists (What, if you
please, Mr. Thackeray, are picturesque tourists ?) to the Rhine or Saxon Switzerland, when,
within five miles of the pretty inn at Glengarriff, there is a country of the magnificence of
which no pen can give an idea ? I would like to be a great prince, and bring a train of painters
over to make, if they could, and according to their several capabilities, a set of pictures of the
place. Were such a bay lying upon English shores, it would be the world’s wonder.”

Glengarriff is all that Thackeray pictured it in prose. It is more than that,—more, indeed,
than is within the power of words to describe, though its beauty is somewhat of the stage-
scenery and landscape-painting order.

Travellers from all the corners of the earth have raved over its charm ; but they all fail
utterly to describe the insinuating peacefulness of its mirrored sky and emerald-clad hills. No
one but the artist can at all successfully portray its moods : at times brilliant with sunshine



and verdure, and again, sombre and mist-laden with the rains of autumn ; but never, or
seldom ever, even in the most abnormal winter, bare or bleak. Indeed, this region, together
with many others in Ireland, has been, by many eminent scientists, proclaimed one of nature’s
most famous sanitoria.

Prince Puckler Muskau, in his tour of Ireland, wrote thus of Glengarriff : “ The climate is
most favourable for vegetation, moist and so warm that not only azaleas and rhododendra,
and all sorts of evergreens stand abroad through the winter, but, in favourable aspect, even
camellias, dates, pomegranates, magnolias, etc., attain their fullest beauty.” Lord Macaulay
and Sir David Wilkie called it the fairest spot in the British Isles.

The former’s stanzas, as given below, are perhaps not of his usual heroic order, and may,
once and again, appear unduly sentimental, but they are emphatically true and appreciative:

“ Hail, charming scene ! Glengarriff’s bay,
Yon mountains, streams, and dells,
The Atlantic waters’ foaming spray,
Creation’s wonder tells.

“ Hail, Bantry’s noble harbour deep,
Where Britain’s fleet may ride,
And giant ships, in safety’s keep,
May in or outward glide.

“ Thy glorious waters, green and gemmed,
With beauteous islands crowned,
While the enchanting scene is hemmed
With purple hills around.

“ At morning’s dawn or evening’s shade
Thy glory’s still the same :
And ever will be so arrayed,
With English tourists’ fame.”

An enthusiastic American, who subscribed himself as from New Jersey, has left the fol-
lowing lines upon the register of the hotel at Glengarriff :

Adieu To Glengarriff

“ Glengarriff ! on thy shaded shore
I’ve wandered when the sun was high,
Have seen the moonlit showers pour
Through thy umbrageous canopy :

. . . . . .
Glengarriff ! might I but delay,

. . . . . .
I would not say good-bye to thee :
Alas ! far distant is the day
When I thy charms again may see.
Yet, in the land remote of mine,
Remembrance will thy grace renew,



So, as thou canst not call me thine,
Glengarriff ! loveliest, best, adieu !”

This valleyed and landlocked harbour of Glengarriff terminates Bantry Bay, which, says
Mr. Kipling, “ lies just to the eastward of the Fastnet, that well-worn mile-post of the Atlantic
liner.”

In Kipling’s “ Fleet in Being,” which first appeared in the Morning Post (London) in 1898,
and of which even this author’s most ardent devotees appear too frequently to have no
knowledge, are to be found some wonderful bits of descriptions of Irish coast scenery.
Therein are recounted virile experiences and observations on board the flag-ship of the
Channel fleet during the autumn manœuvres ; and, from Lough Swilly in the north to Bantry
Bay in the south, the author depicts, with a master mariner’s fidelity, the characteristics of the
coast-line,—its harbours, bays, headlands, and ports,—in so incomparable a fashion that it is
to him that we must accord the rapidly increasing appreciation of, and interest in, the charms
of Ireland as a tourist resort.

Coupled with the charms of Glengarriffs bay is its sister attraction—no less winsome—of
the monarch mountain of these parts, Sliabhna-goil (i. e., “ the Mountain of the Wild
People”), more commonly called “ Sugar Loaf.” Why it is so named is, of course, obvious to
all who see it ; but it is a rank departure from its original appellation.

This mountain’s taller brother Dhade (now Hungry Hill) rears itself in grim, severity a
little to the westward. Both are conspicuously coast-line elevations of the first rank.

Time will allow but a glance at the many beauties of this region ; but the leaves of
memory will press the fragments of romance, in an all-enduring fashion, to all who come
immediately beneath their spell.

One legend, repeated here from a source well known, must suffice. It refers to the mount-
ain pass of Keim-an-eigh, “ the path of the deer,” through which, according to M‘Carthy’s
“ Bridal of the Year,” and in reality, too :

“ Streams go bounding in their gladness
With a Bacchanalian madness.”

M‘Carthy has put the legend into elegant verse, known of all lovers of Irish song as
“ Alice and Una.”

Briefly the tale runs thus : A young huntsman, Maurice by name, had all day pursued a
fawn, which at evening fled for refuge—

“ To a little grassy lawn—
It is safe, for gentle Alice to her saving breast hath
drawn

Her almost sister fawn.”

A romantic affection then sprang up between the two humans, the hunter and the maid ;
and this magnet drew the youth often hither, in spite of the fact that Una, a fairy queen, was
passionately enamoured of the gallant deer-chaser. One evening, as he was wending his way
to see his lady fair, the moon grew dark, a great storm arose, and the lovelorn Maurice lost



himself in the wood. All this was of course due to the jealous fairy in true legendary fashion.
At length he falls in with a noble jet-black steed, which he mounts. This grim shape proves to
be a certain dreaded Phooka (the same symbol is renowned throughout Ireland, and has been
traced even to the legends of the Northmen), a genii of Una’s, who immediately rushes off
with the youth through glen and valley, stream and forest, up and down the mountain sides :

“ Now he rises o’er Bearhaven, where he hangeth like a
raven—

Ah ! Maurice, though no craven, how terrible for thee !
To see the misty shading of the mighty mountains
fading,

And thy winged fire-steed wading through the clouds as
through a sea !

Now he feels the earth beneath him—he is loosened—
he is free,

And asleep in Keim-an-eigh.”

In his trance-dream he hears the rumble of crashing thunder. The rock opens and dis-
plays within a scene of revelry and joy, to which a page bids him welcome, and ushers him
through a brilliant assemblage to the very throne of the Queen-fairy Una. She smiles
graciously upon him ; urges him to leave the world and all its woes to become one of her
happy subjects ; and promises him that, if he will but take the oath of allegiance, she herself
will deign to be his bride. Spellbound by such an appeal, his lips are all but ready to utter the
irrevocable vow.

“ While the word is there abiding, lo ! the crowd is now
dividing,

And, with sweet and gentle gliding, in before him came
a fawn ;

It was the same that fled him, and that seemed so much
to dread him,

When it down in triumph led him to Glengarriff’s grassy
lawn,

When from rock to rock descending, to sweet Alice he
was drawn,

As through Keim-an-eigh he hunted from the dawn.”

“ The magic chain is broken no fairy vow is spoken
From his trance he hath awoken, and once again is
free ;

And gone is Una’s palace, and vain the wild steed’s
malice,

And again to gentle Alice down he wends through
Keim-an-eigh.

The moon is calmly shining over mountain, stream, and
tree,

And the yellow sea-plants glisten through the sea.
“ The sun his gold is flinging, the happy birds are singing,
And bells are gaily ringing along Glengarriff’s sea ;



And crowds in many a galley to the happy marriage rally
Of the maiden of the valley and the youth of Keim-an-eigh ;
Old eyes with joy are weeping, as all ask, on bended knee,
A blessing, gentle Alice, upon thee.”

Around The Coast To Limerick

IT is at Fastnet that the great incoming Atlantic liners, bound for Queenstown, or through
St. George’s Channel to Liverpool, first make land and run up their four-deep strings of
signals ; where, as Mr. Kipling says :

“ Every day brings a ship,
Every ship brings a word ;

Well for him who has no fear,
Looking seaward, well assured
That the word the vessel brings
Is the word that he should hear.”

Beyond Bantry Bay, Black Bull Head passes on the starboard, and, soon after, Dursly
Head and Dursly Island. The island is said to contain a population of over five hundred, with
no priest, no public house, and no constabulary. A veritable Arcadia !

Bolus Head, Skelligs Rocks, and Bray Head passed, one comes to Valentia Island and the
entrance to Dingle Bay. One of the most fondly recalled of all Irish legends is that of the
landing of the Milesians, as they came up through the Biscayan Bay upon what they then
knew as “ Innis Ealga”—the Noble Isle. Then it was ruled by three brothers, princes of
Tuatha de Danaan, after whose wives (who were also three sisters) the island was alternately
called, Eire, Banva, and Fiola. By these names Ireland is still frequently known to the poets.
Whatever difficulties or obstacles beset the Milesians in landing, they at once attributed to the
“ necromancy” of the Tuatha de Danaans. When the Milesians could not discover land where
they thought to sight it, they simply agreed that the Tuatha Danaans had, by their black arts,
rendered it invisible. At length they descried the island, its tall blue hills touched by the last
beams of the setting sun ; and from the galleys there arose a shout of joy. Innisfail, the Isle of
Destiny, was found !

The legend has furnished Moore the excuse for launching into melody again. He relates it
as follows :

“ They came from a land beyond the sea,
And now o’er the western main

Set sail, in their good ships, gallantly,
From the sunny land of Spain.

‘ Oh, where is the isle we’ve seen in dreams,
Our destin’d home or grave ?’

Thus sung they, as by the morning’s beams,
They swept the Atlantic wave.

“ And lo, where afar o’er ocean shines
A sparkle of radiant green,

As though in that deep lay emerald mines,
Whose light through the wave was seen,

‘’Tis Innisfail ’tis Innisfail !’



Rings o’er the echoing sea,
While bending to heav’n the warriors hail
That home of the brave and free.”

Valentia—the most westerly railway-station in Europe, says Bradshaw—is the true spot
where West meets East; where the NewWorld first receives its introduction to the Old.

More than half a century ago, the shores of this spacious sheet of landlocked water were
selected by the great Duke of Wellington and others as the terminus of a railway which was to
be the first link in the chain which was to bind the Old World and the New, and to join the
ocean liners that were run fromAmerica to Valentia, as they now do to Queenstown. The
project fell through, but the island was afterward selected as the old-world end of the Atlantic
cable of 1865, and also that laid by the leviathan steamship, the Great Eastern, in 1866. The
principal village on the island is called Knightstown. If favoured with a fresh westerly breeze,
one beholds from the hillside a scene of grandeur unsurpassed. The ocean engages in conflict
with the rugged headlands rising hundreds of feet out of the sea, and hurls its foaming break-
ers with ceaseless rhythm against the base of the rocks, only to be rolled back in spray and
foam. All outside is a scene of wild magnificence, while, such is the perfect shelter, the
harbour itself, under all stress of weather, is as placid as a summer lake. Lord John Manners,
in his notes of a tour through Ireland, describes the Atlantic here as follows :—“ The great
waves came in with a roar like a peal of artillery, and leapt up against and over the rocks just
below us, sending forth a rainbow in one direction, and an immense jet of foam in another. I
do not believe I exaggerate in saying that some of the jets of foam sprung a hundred feet into
the air, and then the tints ! Sometimes a clear green wave would roll its huge volume on the
rocks before it broke ; at others, dash greenly up to it and dissolve in wreaths of purest white
spray, causing, as it broke, a delicate iris to glow on the opposite rocks ; while toward the
west a veil of foam overhung the coast, lighted up by the golden rays of the setting sun. No
words can describe the fascination of the scene.”

To observe the contrast between nature and the works of man, one has only to visit the
isolated premises of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company. The manner in which
electricity outstrips the sun in his daily round is here strikingly exemplified. Happening to be
in the instrument-room at about eleven o’clock in the forenoon, one sees the operators at
work, receiving from, say, Berlin, the reports of the day’s markets, and transmitting the
information to New York, to be served up fresh on Uncle Sam’s breakfast-table, which, even
at that early hour is already old news in the Eastern world. Lying just inside Valentia Island
is Cahirciveen, the birthplace of Daniel O’Connell, and from this point to Dingle, across the
bay, is to be seen—though from the seaward side only—the finest rock scenery on the south-
west coast. Here Nature seems to have done her best to produce the picturesque with ocean
and rock, twisted and split, pierced and tunnelled ; every rock seems to have been torn in
some gigantic struggle against total destruction, and left to still wage war against storm and
tempest. The harbour of Dingle, landlocked and peaceful, is in quiet contrast to all this tur-
moil, though Dingle’s weekly cattle fair will give the stranger the impression that he is wit-
nessing something very akin to the fabled Donnybrook Fair, so far as riotous good humour is
concerned.

From Slea Head a magnificent view of Dingle Bay is obtained,—its indented shores
flanked by the Dingle mountains stretching away for thirty miles of wonderful panorama of
islands and rocks out to and around the Blasquetts. The Blasquetts are a group of eight rocky
islands, two of them three miles from the coast. In the sound between these two and the
mainland one of the ships of the Spanish Armada sank with all on board.



Perhaps the wildest scene on the southern coast is presented by the Skelligs Rocks, off
Dingle Bay, rising as pinnacles of slate, wind-swept and bare. The cliffs seem painted in
bands of cream colour, produced by countless crowds of gannets—most powerful of gulls—
sitting on their nests on the ledges of cliff. At the sound of an approaching steamer, the air is
filled with a swarm of puffins, or sea-parrots, which fly heavily around the crags ; while, from
the caves on the lower cliffs, like crowds of the smaller gulls fill the air with their shrill,
screaming cry.

Limerick is a city which, by very reason of her great past and her matter-of-fact and
decidedly ordinary present, presents great and disappointing contrasts. One may read the
statistics in the guide-books and learn that 350,000 pigs are killed every year in the town,
and of a great many other mundane things which happen here and have no interest what-
soever for him.

There is no doubt about the pigs, sausages, and various pork products, for fat swine,
“ razorbacks,” big pigs, and little pigs swarm everywhere.

There is no escaping the Limerick pig. In single file, in battalions, as solitary scout, alive
or dead, baconed and sausaged, he dominates the town. Limerick was in existence as long
ago as the days of Ptolemy ; was scrambled for by the Danes and the Irish kings in Alfred’s
time ; took the fancy of that good judge of “ eligible sites,” King John, and was decorated
with one of his innumerable castles, a fine old relic which still remains. The town was in the
very thick of the row raised by Cromwell ; and, in the wars of “ the silent” William of
Orange, it manufactured history as fast as its factories turn out sausages now. The name of
Sarsfield, the Jacobite general, is for ever identified with Limerick. The city was taken and
retaken more often than we should care to state ; it was—and is—fortified up to the very
limit ; and, whenever anything exciting of a political nature went on, in times past, Limerick
was ever to the fore front, ready to emphasize her opinions with the high-shouldered fat little
cannon that have somehow got left out on the ramparts, quite forgotten except by “ tourist
touts,” though, truth to tell, not many tourists ever come to Limerick.

To-day Limerick—in spite of its activities with respect to sausages—is no more a maker
of history, but sits dozing complacently on the estuary of “ the finest river in the kingdoms,”
and cares not apparently for the comings and goings of the outside world.

As some poetic soul—possessed by an Irishman of course—has said : “ No one cares for
Limerick now. Of all the fierce possessors who fought for her when she was young, the local
government officially alone remains, like the gray elderly husband of some housewifely
woman who was a beauty and a ‘ toast,’ and made men’s swords leap from their scabbards for
love of her—once.”

At the mouth of the Shannon, near where its tidal waters meet the sea, Limerick has its
“ fashionable watering-place” of the conventional pattern. The chief “ amusement” of this
delectable place appears to be the gathering of “ Irish moss,” as it is commonly known. Here
they call it “ Carrageen moss,” but it is the same thing, and ultimately turns up as a dainty and
nourishing jelly. The peasantry gather it for profit, the visitors for pastime. It is found in many
shallow rock pools at low tide, and grows in short, bushy tufts, coralline in shape. The “
moss” must be bleached in the sun, and then boiled down into jelly. “ Dulse,” another variety
of edible seaweed, which requires no preparation, is also found here ; and the central ribs of



young oarweed are peeled and eaten like celery, which they very much resemble in looks, but
—most emphatically—not in taste.

Dear also, to Americans, will be the memory of County Limerick as the birthplace of
Fitz-James O’Brien. The son of an attorney, he was born in 1828, receiving his education at
Dublin University. In his youth he saw service as a British soldier, but early drifted toward
journalism and America.

Among his earliest compositions were two remarkable poems, “ Loch Ine” and “ Irish
Castles,” which present in a picturesque vocabulary many of the salient charms and beauties
of his native isle.

The Shannon and its Lakes

NO river in Great Britain, neither the Thames, nor the Clyde, nor even the Severn, equals the
river Shannon and its lakes, either in length or in importance as an inland waterway. The
native on its banks tells you that it rivals the Mississippi ; but in what respect, Americans, at
least, will wonder. Except that it broadens to perhaps a dozen miles in the widest of its lakes,
there is, of course, no comparison whatever. The traffic on the river is of no great magnitude
compared with that on the Thames and the Clyde ; but, were there a demand for such, its
capacity would be far greater than either.

Moreover, for beauty, either of the dainty and popularly picturesque sort, or of the
supremely grand, it has preeminence, and one can journey its whole length, from Killaloe,
practically a suburb of Limerick, to Carrick-on-Shannon, something over a hundred miles,
in steamboats of really comfortable, if not exactly luxurious, appointments.

It is the tourist traffic mostly that is catered for ; and the traveller, in the season, is likely to
find the company mixed, though by no means is it of the “ tripper” class.

The itinerary comprehends much that is beautiful and much that is historic.

From Limerick, one usually makes his way by train, although he may go by car or coach,
—such a trip is well worth while,—and embarks upon the tiny steamer at Killaloe.

Here, at the lower end of Lough Derg, near Killaloe, stood in the ninth century Brian
Boru’s palace of Kincora. The mound on which it was built is all that remains of a place that
displayed, twelve hundred years ago, the greatest glory of the proud Irish kings.

Many were the events of historical moment which took place here, though, as a palace of
great splendour and magnitude, it may have been exceeded by Tara and Emania.

The memory of Brian Boru’s life here places him in the annals of the world’s great rulers
as “ every inch a king.”

Neither on the Irish throne, nor on that of any other kingdom, did there ever sit a sovereign
more splendidly qualified to rule ; and Ireland had not for some centuries known such a
glorious and prosperous, peaceful, and happy time as the five years preceding Brian’s death.
He caused his authority to be not only unquestioned, but obeyed and respected in every
corner of the land. So justly were the laws administered in his name, and so loyally obeyed
throughout the kingdom, that the bards relate a rather fanciful story of a young and
exquisitely beautiful lady, who made, without the slightest apprehension of violence or insult,



and in perfect safety, a tour of the island on foot, alone and unprotected, though bearing about
her the most costly jewels and ornaments of gold. This legend will be further recalled by the
memory of the well-known verses beginning “ Rich and rare were the gems she wore.”

It was at Kincora that the following incident took place: Mælmurra, Prince of Leinster,
playing or advising on a game of chess, made or recommended a false move, upon which the
patriotic Morrogh, son of Brian, observed that it was no wonder Mælmurra’s friends, the
Danes (to whom he owed his elevation), were beaten at Glenmana, if he gave them advice
like that. Mælmurra, highly incensed by the allusion,—all the more severe for its bitter truth,
—arose, ordered his horse, and rode away in haste. Brian, when he heard it, despatched a
messenger after the indignant guest, begging him to return ; but Mælmurra was not to be
pacified, and refused, and concerted and connived with certain Danish agents, always open to
such negotiations, those measures which led to the great invasion of the year 1014, in which
the whole Scandinavian race, fromAnglesea and Man, north to Norway, bore an active part.

While Brian was residing at Kincora, news was brought of his noble-hearted brother’s
death, whereupon he was seized with the most violent grief. Brian’s favourite harp—always a
legendary and traditional symbol of Irish emotions—was taken down, and he sang that
famous death-song of Mahon, recounting all the glorious actions of his life. “ His anger
flashed out through his tears as he wildly chanted the noble lines,” say the chronicles.

“ My heart shall burst within my breast,
Unless I avenge this great king.
They shall forfeit life for this foul deed,
Or I must perish by a violent death.”

Of the passionate attachment of the Irish for music, little need be said, as this is one of the
national characteristics which has been at all times most strongly marked, and is still most
widely appreciated, the harp being universally held as a national emblem of Ireland. Even in
the prechristian period that we are here reviewing, music was an institution and a power in
Erin.

Few spots in Ireland are richer in historical and archaeological interest than Killaloe. There
is a fine specimen of sixth-century architecture in the well-preserved cell of St. Lua, with its
steep roof of stone and cunningly devised arches. It is a venerable building, and nestles under
the shadow of the present Protestant cathedral, built by O’Brien, King of Thomond, in the
twelfth century. On a small island in the river Shannon are the ruins of an ancient friary, and
at a little distance the remains of a small chapel. These are said to mark the position of a ford
used by pilgrims who came to visit Killaloe before the bridge, which is itself ancient, was
built.

Lough Derg is reputedly one of the prettiest pieces of water in Ireland. Its shores are well
wooded, and the background all around is made up of swelling upland, dotted here and
there with the white houses of the peasantry, while in the far distance are the heather-clad
hills of the Counties Clare, Galway, and Tipperary.

In Lough Derg, on Station Island, is the reputed entrance to St. Patrick’s Purgatory. A
wide-spread superstition accounts for its popularity, but whether as a purely “ tourist point” or
as a place of pilgrimage for penitents, it were better not to attempt to judge.



Tradition has it that St. Patrick had prevailed on God to place the entrance to purgatory in
Ireland, that the unbelievers might the more readily be convinced of the immortality of the
soul and of the sufferings that awaited the wicked after death. A few monks, according to
Boate, an old Irish writer, dwelt near the cavern that formed the entrance. “ Whoever came to
the island with the intention of descending into the cavern and examining its wonders had to
prepare himself by long vigils, fasts, and prayers, to strengthen him, as we are told, for his
dangerous expedition ; but, in reality, by reducing his bodily strength to make his imagination
more ready to receive the impressions which it was thought desirable to leave upon his mind.
He was then let down into the cavern, whence, after an interval of several hours, he was
drawn up again half-dead, and, when he recovered his senses, mingling the wild dreams of his
own imagination with what the monks told him, he seldom failed to tell the most marvel-lous
tales of the place for the remainder of his life. It was not till the reign of James II. that the
monks were driven away from the place, and the mystery of the dark cavern dissolved.”

From Killaloe to Portumna, the Shannon flows through Lough Derg, a wide-spread
Waterway, an elaborate expansion of the river itself. This lake, which is twenty-five miles
long and from two to six miles in breadth, has an average depth of about fifty feet. Close to
Portumna is the Castle of Ballynasheera, said to have been once the residence of Ireton,
Oliver Cromwell’s son-in-law.

From Ben Hill, a few miles below Portumna, near Woodford, is a splendid view of Lough
Derg and the surrounding country. The lake here stretches along between the Slieve Aughty
Mountains on the Connaught side and the Arra Mountains on the Munster side, whose lofty
summits tower up high into the clouds. The shores, sloping gradually down to the water, are
covered with luxurious foliage, through openings in which may be seen the ruins of many an
ancient castle and once stately mansion.

Portumna itself is a flourishing town, but of no great antiquarian interest. The population
of town and district is about two thousand.

Near by is Victoria Lock, Melleek, adjacent to which are two strongly built towers, which
formerly mounted eight guns, and which, in more romantic times, were erected to guard the
pass of the Shannon between Connaught and Leinster.

Shannon Harbour, at which the Grand Canal joins the Shannon, is situated on the river
about six or seven miles from Shannon Bridge, and is immortalized by Charles Lever in
“ Jack Hinton.”

As a tourist resort the town appears to have degenerated sadly, a pretentious hotel estab-
lishment having been converted over into barracks for the constabulary.

From Shannon Harbour the steamer passes Shannon Bridge, and in due course reaches
Athlone at the lower end of Lough Ree. “ Population, seven thousand. Industry, manufacture
of the celebrated woollen tweeds, which provides employment for several hundred operators,
both male and female ; there are various other smaller manufacturing industries pursued by
the town population. In the rural districts, cattle rearing, both in Westmeath and Roscommon,
and the pursuit of general agriculture is principally followed, and the inhabitants of these
rural districts are generally comfortable and fairly well-to-do.” Such is the usual guide-book
information concerning Athlone, which lies at the juncture of Roscommon and Westmeath.



As a matter of fact, however, almost every stone in the prosperous little city has a historic
interest and value, from the ruins of its former splendid ecclesiastical establishments to its old
houses and still more ancient fortifications, and the castle erected in 1215 by King John,—a
counterpart in every respect of a similar establishment at Limerick. Queen Elizabeth made
Athlone the capital of Connaught. After the battle of the Boyne, it underwent two sieges from
the forces of King William. Some traces of the old fortifications may be seen, and the castle is
still in perfect repair.

Just north of Athlone, where the Shannon joins Lough Ree, is Auburn, more popularly
known as “ Sweet Auburn,” whose old ruined parsonage is famous as the early home of
Oliver Goldsmith.

Fleeting time has changed this modest mansion—whose ruin was deplored by Goldsmith
himself—but little. It stands about a hundred yards from the public road at the end of a
straight avenue bordered with ash-trees,—a plain rectangular, two-storied house, built in the
ugly and uncompromising style that was popular in Ireland in the early part of the seven-
teenth century. The roof is off, but the walls remain, and seem still to be haunted by the shade
of the Rev. Charles Goldsmith, the original Doctor Primrose in “ The Vicar of Wakefield,”
while his wife, hospitable as of yore, still seems to invite the passing stranger to taste her
gooseberry wine. The famous inn,—since rebuilt out of all resemblance to its former self,—
immortalized by Goldsmith, and known as the Three Pigeons, where were drawn the
“ inspired nut-brown draughts,” and “ where village statesmen talked with looks profound,” is
but a little distance from the house. The country all around Lishoy—for that is the name of
the townland in which Toberclare, this Mecca of the Goldsmith student, is situated—is well
wooded and cultivated. The drive fromAthlone to “ Sweet Auburn” is one of the most
delightful in Ireland. As the reputed locale of “ The Deserted Village,” Auburn, or Lishoy, as
it was formerly known, has an unusual share of interest for the literary pilgrim.

Goldsmith was not born at Lishoy, as is sometimes stated, but in Pallas, a village in the
County Longford, his father being at the time a poor curate and farmer. The infancy of Oliver
was, however, spent in Lishoy, and there is little doubt but that the scenes of his childhood
became afterward the imaginative sources whence he drew the picture of “ Sweet Auburn,”
though it is doubtless true that the descriptions are general enough in character to apply to
many localities in England as well as Ireland :

“ Sweet Auburn ! loveliest village of the plain,
Where health and plenty cheer’d the labouring swain ;
Where smiling spring its earliest visits paid,
And parting summer’s lingering blooms delay’d.
Dear lovely bowers of innocence and ease,
Seats of my youth, when every sport could please ;
How often have I loitered o’er thy green,
Where humble happiness endear’d each scene !
How often have I paused on every charm !
The shelter’d cot, the cultivated farm :
The never-failing brook, the busy mill ;
The decent church that topp’d the neighbouring hill ;
The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age, and whispering lovers made.”



Attempts have been made from time to time to justify the procedure, which is customary
here, of stripping the hawthorn of its blossoms to sell to tourists ; and to explain that it is a
perfectly legitimate and artistic thing to have hung the old broken plates and cups of the
erstwhile Three Pigeons on the walls of the new inn. Sir Walter Scott attempted to justify all
this as “ a pleasing tribute to the poet,” but there is a hollow mockery about it all that will
make the true pilgrim hasten to commune with

“ The never-failing brook, the busy mill ;”

and
“ The decent church that topp’d the neighbouring hill,”

all three of which exist to-day, and bear a far greater likeness to the description of the poet
than does the reputed inn.

Through Lough Ree one journeys along historical ground. Rindown Castle was built, it is
said, by Turgesius, a Dane, who made of it an impregnable stronghold, as may be readily
believed when one views its rocky promontory.
The island of Inchcleraun, commonly called “ Quaker Island,” is associated with early

Celtic Christianity, and has on it the remains of six churches. On this island, Queen Meave is
said to have been killed, while bathing, by an Ulster chieftain, who threw a stone from a sling
while standing on the shore.

Knockcroghery Bay leads to Roscommon, the chief town of the county of the same name.
It had its origin at the time when St. Coman founded a monastery there, and to-day may still
be seen elaborate remains of a former Dominican establishment of the thirteenth century, and
of a fortified castle of the same era.

At the head of the eastern arm is All Saints’ Island, on which are the well-preserved
remains of a church and monastery,—an ancient foundation which, in the seventeenth
century, was occupied by the nunnery of the Poor Clares, but was burnt by the soldiery in
1642. It is recorded that the peasants of Kilkenny West retaliated by killing the destroyers.

Inchbonin, the “ Island of the White Cow,” contains the remains of a church and
monastery, the foundation of the religious house being attributed to St. Rioch, a nephew of
St. Patrick. Here, also, are the remains of several Celtic crosses.

Entering the Shannon proper again at Lanesborough, one finally reaches Carrick-on-
Shannon, in itself uninteresting enough, but a centre from which a vast amount of profitable
knowledge may be obtained. It is the gateway of the pretty valley of the river Boyle, where
stands the pleasant little town of the same name, with its famous abbey, which is in rather a
better state of preservation than many “ chronicles in stone.” The choir, nave, and transepts
are all in existence, and show, in their construction, all the elements of the West Norman and
Gothic work of their time. The nave, with its hundred and thirty-five semicircular arches,
which separate it from its aisles, is perhaps the best and most characteristic Norman feature, if
we except the square heavy tower. In 1235, the English sacked these sacred precincts, and
even—it is said—stripped the monks of their gowns. In 1595 it was turned into a fortress and
besieged by the army of the Earl of Tyrone.

From the “ Hibernia Illustrata” we learn that, “ In the cemetery of Kilbronan, not far from
Boyle, was buried the famous Carolan, one of the last of the veritable Irish bards ; and here



for several years the skull that had ‘ once been the seat of so much verse and music,’ was
placed in the niche of the old church, decorated, not with laurel, but with a black ribbon. He
died in the neighbourhood in the year 1741, at a very advanced age, notwithstanding that he
had been in a state of intoxication during probably seven-eighths of his life.”

From this we may infer that, if liquor was not more potent in those days, it was at least
less expensive.
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